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Moving animal groups such as schools of fishes or flocks of birds often

undergo sudden collective changes of their travelling direction as a conse-

quence of stochastic fluctuations in heading of the individuals. However,

the mechanisms by which these behavioural fluctuations arise at the individ-

ual level and propagate within a group are still unclear. In this study, we

combine an experimental and theoretical approach to investigate spon-

taneous collective U-turns in groups of rummy-nose tetra (Hemigrammus
rhodostomus) swimming in a ring-shaped tank. U-turns imply that fish

switch their heading between the clockwise and anticlockwise direction.

We reconstruct trajectories of individuals moving alone and in groups of

different sizes. We show that the group decreases its swimming speed

before a collective U-turn. This is in agreement with previous theoretical

predictions showing that speed decrease facilitates an amplification of fluc-

tuations in heading in the group, which can trigger U-turns. These collective

U-turns are mostly initiated by individuals at the front of the group. Once an

individual has initiated a U-turn, the new direction propagates through the

group from front to back without amplification or dampening, resembling

the dynamics of falling dominoes. The mean time between collective

U-turns sharply increases as the size of the group increases. We develop

an Ising spin model integrating anisotropic and asymmetrical interactions

between fish and their tendency to follow the majority of their neighbours

nonlinearly (social conformity). The model quantitatively reproduces key

features of the dynamics and the frequency of collective U-turns observed

in experiments.
1. Introduction
The flexible coordination of fishes in schools brings important benefits [1,2].

A striking consequence of this flexibility is the performance of rapid and coher-

ent changes in the swimming direction of schools, for instance as a reaction to a

predator in the neighbourhood [3]. In many species, it is only a small number of

individuals that detect the danger and change direction and speed, initiating an

escape wave that propagates across the entire school [4]. Besides, sudden collec-

tive changes of the state of a school may also happen without an external cause

as a consequence of stochastic effects [5]. In these cases, local behavioural

changes of a single individual can lead to large transitions between collective

states of the school, such as between the schooling state (in which individuals

are aligned with each other) and the milling state (in which individuals con-

stantly rotate around an empty core). Determining under what conditions

fluctuations in individual behaviour, for instance in heading direction,
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emerge and propagate within a group is key to understand-

ing transitions between collective states in fish schools and

in animal groups in general.

Only few theoretical and experimental studies have

addressed these questions [6,7]. Calovi et al. [7] used a

data-driven model incorporating fluctuations of individual

behaviour and attraction and alignment interactions among

fishes to investigate the response of a school to local pertur-

bations (i.e. by an individual whose attraction and

alignment behaviour differs from that of the rest of the

group). They found that the responsiveness of a school is

maximum near the transition region between the milling

and schooling states, where the fluctuations of the polariz-

ation are also maximal. This is entirely consistent with what

happens in inert physical systems near a continuous phase

transition. For instance, in magnetic systems, the polarization

of the atomic spins of a magnet near the transition point has

diverging fluctuations and response to a perturbation by a

magnetic field. The fluctuations of school polarization are

also expected to be strongly amplified at the transition from

schooling to swarming observed when the swimming

speed of individuals decreases [8,9]. During such a transition,

the behavioural changes of a single individual are more likely

to affect the collective dynamics of the school. However, the

tendency of fishes to conform to the speed and direction of

motion of the group can also decrease the fluctuations at

the level of the group with increasing group size [10]. Social

conformity refers to the nonlinear response of individuals to

adjust their behaviour to that of the majority [11–13].

In this work, we analyse in groups of different sizes under

which conditions individual U-turns occur, propagate

through the group and lead to collective U-turns. We let

groups of rummy-nose tetra (Hemigrammus rhodostomus)

swim freely in a ring-shaped tank. In this set-up, fish schools

only head in two directions, clockwise or anticlockwise, and

they regularly switch from one to the other. In a detailed

analysis of empirical data, we investigate the effect of

group size on both the tendency of individuals to initiate

U-turns and the collective dynamics of the U-turns. We

develop an Ising-type spin model, a simple model for mag-

nets in the physical context, to investigate the consequences

on the dynamics and the propagation of information

during U-turns, of the local conformity in heading, of the

fish anisotropic perception of their environment, and of the

asymmetric interactions between fish. We use tools and quan-

titative indicators from statistical physics to analyse the

model. In particular, we introduce the notion of local

(respectively, global) pseudo-energy which, in the context

of a fish school, becomes a quantitative measure of the ‘dis-

comfort’ of an individual (respectively, of the group) with

respect to the swimming direction of the other fish.
2. Material and methods
(a) Experimental procedures and data collection
Seventy rummy-nose tetras (H. rhodostomus) were used in our

experiments. This tropical freshwater species swims in a highly

synchronized and polarized manner. Inside an experimental

tank, a ring-shaped corridor 10 cm wide with a circular outer

wall of radius 35 cm was filled with 7 cm of water (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S1A). For each trial, n fish were

randomly sampled from their breeding tank (n [ f1, 2, 4, 5, 8,
10, 20g). Each fish only participated in a single experiment per

day. For each group size, we performed between 9 and 14 repli-

cations (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1).

Trajectories of the fish were recorded by a Sony HandyCam

HD camera filming the set-up from above at 50 Hz in HDTV res-

olution (1920 � 1080 p). Finally, we tracked the positions of each

individual using IDTRACKER 2.1 [14], except for groups of 20 fish,

for which we recorded the time of individual and collective

U-turns. Details about experimental set-up, data extraction and

preprocessing are given in the electronic supplementary material.

(b) Detection and quantification of individual
and collective U-turns

As fish swim in a ring-shaped tank, their heading can be con-

verted into a binary value: clockwise or anticlockwise. Before a

collective U-turn, the fish are all moving in the same direction,

clockwise or anticlockwise. When one fish changes its heading

to the opposite direction, it can trigger a collective U-turn

(electronic supplementary material, movie S1).

From the heading angle wi(t) and angular position ui(t) of an

individual i at time t (electronic supplementary material,

figure S2), the angle of the fish relative to the wall is computed as

uwi(t) ¼ wi(t)� ui(t), ð2:1Þ

and thus the degree of alignment to the circular wall can be

defined as

ai(t) ¼ sin (uwi(t)): ð2:2Þ

The degree of alignment ai(t) between a fish i and the outer wall is 1

when it is moving anticlockwise, 21 when moving clockwise and

0 when it is perpendicular to the wall. When a group of fish makes

a collective U-turn, the degree of alignment to the wall averaged

over all individuals of the group �a(t) changes sign. We used this

as the criterion for detecting collective U-turns automatically

from the time series of �a(t). Figure 1a shows individual trajectories

during a typical collective U-turn in a group of four fish and figure

1b reports the corresponding evolution of the degrees of alignment

ai(t). Further details about U-turn detection and the calculation of the

quantities of interest are detailed in the electronic supplementary

material, Material and methods.
3. Results
(a) Spatio-temporal dynamics of collective U-turn
Hemigrammus rhodostomus fish form highly cohesive schools

during our experiments (electronic supplementary material,

figure S3A) and adjust their speed and heading to that of

their group members. In a former study [15], we have

shown that this is achieved through attraction and alignment

interactions that have been measured. Figure 2 indicates that

the average time interval between two U-turns in groups of

10 fish (one U-turn every 20 min) is two orders of magnitude

larger that in groups of two fish (one U-turn every 0.2 min).

In experiments in which no collective U-turn was observed

(grey triangles on figure 2), we took the total period of obser-

vation as the interval until the next U-turn. Therefore, the

average time ln between U-turns measured in groups of

4, 8, 10 and 20 fish are slightly underestimated. Thus, as

group size increases, the number of collective U-turns

decreases, because the propensities of a fish to initiate and

propagate a U-turn decrease (electronic supplementary

material, figure S4). Like in many other species, individual

fish tend to adopt the behaviour of the majority of the

group members and thus inhibit the initiation of U-turns [10].

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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As shown in figure 1c, the dynamics of collective U-turns,

and in particular the evolution of the mean alignment �a(t), is

similar for all group sizes, once time is rescaled by the mean

U-turn duration (see the electronic supplementary material for

the Material and methods used to compute the scaling

parameter tn, which is an effective measure of the U-turn dur-

ation). In the electronic supplementary material, figure S5

shows that tn increases approximately linearly with group size

n. In groups of all sizes, fish progressively decrease their speed

before turning collectively and accelerating sharply (figure

1d). The duration of this deceleration (and then acceleration)

phase is much longer than the time for the group to complete

a U-turn (compare figure 1c,d). Moreover, the speed minimum

of the group in figure 1d is reached near the midpoint of the

U-turn, when t ¼ 0 and the mean alignment is �a ¼ 0 in figure 1c.

Collective U-turns are usually initiated at the front of the

school and the change of swimming direction propagates

towards the rear (figure 3a,b and electronic supplementary

material, figures S6 and S7 and tables S2 and S3 for statistical

tests). At the time of the turn of each individual, fish almost

turn at the same location as the previous ranks, respectively,

to the y-coordinates (electronic supplementary material,

figure S8 and tables S4 and S5).

Although the time interval between the turning of the

first and the second fish is longer than it is for others, the

time interval between the successive turns of individuals is

almost constant in a given group size (figure 3c,d ), as illus-

trated by the fact that the time since the initiation of the

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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collective U-turn increases linearly with the turning rank

(greater than 2). The linear propagation of information in all

group sizes shows there is no amplification of the individual

tendency to perform a U-turn: the time between two succes-

sive individuals performing U-turns does not decrease with

the number of fish that have already performed a U-turn.

The mean time interval between two successive individual

U-turns decreases with group size (see figure 3c where the

slopes decrease with n, or the electronic supplementary

material, figure S9). However, when these time intervals are

multiplied by a factor rn proportional to the average speed sn

of groups of size n (rn ¼ sn/s2), they collapse on the same

curve (figure 3d ). This suggests that the shorter reaction time

of fish in larger groups is mostlyowing to their faster swimming

speed. Larger groups swim faster (electronic supplementary

material, figure S3B), presumably because fish are interacting

with a greater number of neighbours and are closer to each

other (electronic supplementary material, figure S3C).
In summary, our results show that U-turns are mostly

initiated by fish located at the front of the school. U-turns

are preceded by a decrease in the speed of the group. Once

the U-turn has been initiated, the wave of turning propagates

in a sequential way, suggesting that fish mainly copy the be-

haviour of a small number of individuals [16]. Our results

show that the propagation of information is on average

sequential, both in space and time. This resembles a chain

of falling dominoes, for which the time interval between

successive falls is constant, without any positive feedback.
4. Modelling collective U-turns
(a) Model description
We now introduce an Ising-type spin model [17,18] to better

understand the impact of social conformity, anisotropy and

asymmetry of interactions, and group size on the propagation

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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of information during U-turns. Each agent i has a direction of

motion di[f21, 1g, with di ¼21 representing swimming

clockwise and di ¼ 1 swimming anticlockwise. A U-turn per-

formed by an agent i corresponds to a transition from di

to 2di. In the model, the relative positions of individuals and

the interaction network (i.e. the influential neighbours hi of

an agent i) are kept fixed in time (electronic supplemen-

tary material, figure S10), a simplification justified by the fact

that the actual structure of a fish group does not change

much in the few seconds before a U-turn, in particular for the

fish leading the group (electronic supplementary material,

movie S1). Agents are positioned in staggered rows (electronic

supplementary material, figure S3D for experimental data sup-

porting an oblong shape that becomes longer when the group

size increases, as previously found by others, e.g. [19]) and only

interact with their direct neighbours.

The strength of interactions between an agent i and its

neighbour j is weighted by a parameter aij that depends on

the spatial position of j relative to i. aij controls the anisotropy

and asymmetry of the interactions between individuals, assum-

ing that fish react stronger to frontal stimuli, in agreement with

previous experimental results on H. rhodostomus [15]. We define

aij¼ 1 þ e when agent j is in front of agent i, aij¼ 1 if j is at the

side of i, and aij¼ 1 2 e if j is behind i, where the asymmetry

coefficient e [ [0, 1] is kept constant for all group sizes.

The propensity of an individual i to make a U-turn

depends on the state of its neighbours hi and on the inter-

action matrix aij. The ‘discomfort’ Ei of an agent i in a state

di is defined as

Ei ¼ �di

X
j[hi

Jijdj, Jij ¼ aijJ, ð4:1Þ

with Jij the coupling constant between two neighbours i and j,
set by the two positive parameters of the model, e and J . 0.

When the anisotropy of perception and asymmetry of inter-

actions are ignored (e ¼ 0), aij ¼ 1 for all neighbouring

pairs (i, j ). Ei is minimal (and negative) when the focal fish i
and its neighbours point in the same direction, and maximal

(and positive) if the focal fish points in the opposite direction

of its aligned neighbours. A small value of jEij corresponds to

its neighbours pointing in directions nearly averaging to zero.

If an individual flips (di
0 ¼2di), the new discomfort is

E0i ¼ di
P

j¼{hi}
Jijdj and we have

DEi ¼ E0i � Ei, ¼ 2Jdi

X
j[hi

aijdj: ð4:2Þ

DEi , 0 when the agent i flips to the most common state

of its neighbours, whereas DEi . 0 when it flips to the state

opposite to this most common state. In the e ¼ 0 case,

E ¼ 1

2

Xn

i¼1

Ei ð4:3Þ

corresponds to the total actual energy of the magnetic system.

In this context, the fully polarized state where all fish are

aligned corresponds to the so-called ground state energy,

the lowest possible energy of the system. For e=0, the asym-

metry between the perception of i by j and that of j by i
breaks this interpretation in terms of energy [15]. Yet, for

e . 0, it is still useful to define E as a pseudo-energy, as

will be discussed later, because it remains a good indicator

of the collective discomfort of the group, i.e. the lack of

heading alignment within the group.
The dynamics of the model is investigated using Monte

Carlo numerical simulations inspired from the Glauber

dynamics [20,21]. Within this algorithm, at each time step

tkþ1 ¼ tk þ 1/n (n is the number of agents), an agent is

drawn randomly and turns (updates di to di
0 ¼2di) with

the acceptance probability

P ¼ 1

2
� 1

2
tanh

DEi

2T

� �
, ð4:4Þ

which is a sigmoid, going from P! 1 for DEi!21 (maximal

acceptance if the discomfort decreases sharply), to P! 0 for

DEi!þ1 (no direction switch if the discomfort would

increase dramatically). In equation (4.4), T plays the role of

the temperature and we chose T ¼ 1. Indeed, as DEi is

proportional to J, the probability P only depends on the

parameter J0 ¼ J/T, and T can then be absorbed in the constant J.
The acceptance probability P represents the social confor-

mity in our model and its strength (i.e. the nonlinearity of P)

is mainly controlled by the parameter J (electronic supplemen-

tary material, figure S11B). For large J . 0, this dynamics will

favour the emergence of strongly polarized states, while for

J ¼ 0, all directions will appear with the same probability

during the dynamics.

In summary, J controls the directional stiffness of the fish

group, while e describes the fish anisotropic perception of

their environment, and the asymmetric interactions between

fish. After inspecting the (J, e) parameter space (see the

electronic supplementary material, §1.6.1), we find that the

parameter values J ¼ 0.95 and e ¼ 0.24 lead to a fair agree-

ment between the model and experimental data, as will be

shown in the next section.
(b) Simulation results versus experimental data
Our model quantitatively reproduces the effect of group size on

the dynamics of collective U-turns (figure 2; electronic sup-

plementary material, S4). This suggests that the tendency of

individuals to initiate U-turns and move in the opposite direc-

tion of the whole decreases with group size. However, note the

lesser agreement between simulations and experimental data

in groups of four. One explanation for this may be the age

and body size of the fish, because they can influence the

strength of interactions between fish [22] (electronic sup-

plementary material, table S1). It is possible to set a different

coupling constant Jn for each group size n to account for this

effect (electronic supplementary material, §1.6.2 and figures

S13, S14, S15, S16). We indeed find that Jn is smaller for the

two group sizes with the largest/oldest fish on average

(groups of four and eight fish), hence reducing the stiffness

of the group and fostering U-turns. Yet, we find that the four

models investigated (with constant J or n-dependent Jn, and

involving two different topological structures of the n-

groups) lead to similar results (electronic supplementary

material, figures S12, S13, S15). The model with n-dependent

Jn and the alternative topology leads to the best agreement

with experiments, but also involves more parameters than

the constant J model presented here.

Even though there is no strict notion of energy in our model

when e . 0, we can still compute the mean pseudo-energy

barrier DEn as a function of group size n. It is defined as the

mean difference between the maximum value of the pseudo-

energy E during the U-turn and the reference energy computed

when all the agents have the same direction (i.e. before and after
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a U-turn). With the interpretation of E (respectively, Ei) as a

quantitative indicator of the discomfort of the group (respect-

ively, of the fish i), the (pseudo) energy barrier DEn is hence a

measure of the collective effort of the group needed to switch

direction. We find that the energy barrier DEn increases subli-

nearly with group size n (electronic supplementary material,

figure S17). We then expect that the higher (pseudo) energy

barrierDEn, the more difficult it will be for the group to perform

a U-turn (leading to longer intervals between U-turns), as it

must necessarily pass through an intermediate state of greater

discomfort as the group size n increases. In fact, for e ¼ 0, for

which E represents a true energy, this mean time interval

between direction changes is exactly given by the Arrhenius

Law, which can be analytically proved for our spin model. In

physical chemistry, the Arrhenius Law describes, for instance,

the switching time between two states A and B of a molecule,

separated by an energy barrier associated to an intermediate

state through which the molecules must necessarily pass to go

from A to B. The Arrhenius law stipulates that the mean tran-

sition time t between two states separated by an energy

barrier DEn grows like

t ¼ t0 exp
DEn

T

� �
, ð4:5Þ

where t0 is a timescale independent of n, and T is the

same temperature as the one appearing in equation (4.4) (here,

T ¼ 1). Despite the fact that e . 0, for which E is not anymore

a true energy, we still find in figure 2 that the (pseudo) Arrhe-

nius Law reproduces fairly well the experimental mean interval

between U-turns as a function of group size n, explaining

the wide range of observed time intervals, but with a modi-

fied effective temperature T � 4 (and t0 � 0:15 min). It is

remarkable that the mean time between U-turns (a purely

dynamical quantity) grows exponentially fast with DEn (the

pseudo-energy difference between two static configurations),

considering that both quantities are measured in two

completely independent ways.

The sequential propagation of information is also repro-

duced well by the simulations of the model (and of the

alternative models introduced above), both in space

(figure 3a; electronic supplementary material, figure S6)
and time (figure 3c; electronic supplementary material,

figure S18). In particular, the crucial impact of the anisotropic

perception of fish (modelled by the parameter e) in explaining

that the initiator of the U-turn is more often located at the front

of the group is illustrated by the results of the model for e ¼ 0.

Regarding the propagation in time illustrated in figure 3d,e,

the model qualitatively reproduces the linear propagation of

information at the individual scale, albeit with a slight

upward concavity, contrary to experiment. This disagreement

can be probably ascribed to the model oversimplifications

(only two free parameters J and e; fixed topological configur-

ations; only nearest-neighbour interactions). Yet, this result

can be improved by changing the topology of the interaction

network for n ¼ 8 and 10 (electronic supplementary material,

figure S12) and/or allowing the stiffness constant J to depend

on the group size (electronic supplementary material, figures

S12, S13, S15). Moreover, the durations of collective U-turns

are log-normally distributed, both in experiments and in the

model (electronic supplementary material, figure S19). Finally,

figure 4a shows that, once rescaled by the U-turn duration, the

average direction profile is independent of the group size.

The model predicts this data collapse and the actual form

of the direction profile (figure 4b).

Despite its simplicity, our model reproduces qualitatively

and most often quantitatively the experimental findings, both

at the collective scale (the frequency of collective U-turns,

average direction profile, duration of U-turns . . . ) and at the

individual scale (the spatio-temporal features of the propa-

gation of information). Note that a linear response of the

agents to their neighbours cannot reproduce the order of

magnitude of the U-turn durations measured in the exper-

iments (electronic supplementary material, figure S11).

Social conformity is thus a good candidate as an individual

mechanism underlying the spatio-temporal structure and

the decision processes in collective U-turns of fish groups.
5. Discussion
How information propagates among individuals and deter-

mines behavioural cascades is crucial to understanding
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the emergence of collective decisions and transitions bet-

ween collective states in animal groups [23–26]. Here, we

have addressed these questions by analysing the spontaneous

collective U-turns in fish schools.

We find that collective U-turns are preceded by a slowing

period. It has been shown in other fish species that speed con-

trols alignment between individuals [8], leading slow groups

to be less polarized than fast groups [5,9,27,28]. In general, at

slower speed, there is less inertia to turn, resulting in weaker

polarization [19,29] and thus an increase in the fluctuations in

the swimming direction of the fish [30]. Moreover, as the fish

speed decreases, the fish school is in a state closer to the

transition between the schooling (strong alignment) and

swarming (weak alignment) states, where [7] have shown

that both fluctuations in fish orientation and the sensitivity

of the school to a perturbation increase. It is therefore not

surprising that U-turns occur after the group has slowed down.

U-turns are mostly initiated by the fish located at the front

of the group. At the front, individuals experience a lesser

influence from the other fish. This is owing to the perception

anisotropy which results in individuals interacting more

strongly with a neighbour ahead than behind. Therefore,

frontal individuals are more subject to heading fluctua-

tions and less inhibited to initiate U-turns. Similarly, in

starling flocks, the birds that initiate changes in the collective

travelling direction are found at the edges of the flock [31].

We found no evidence for dampening or amplification of

information as fish adopt a new direction of motion. Moreover,

on average, turning information propagates faster in larger

groups: 0.19 s per individual in groups of 20 fish, and 0.28 s

per individual in groups of five fish (electronic supplementary

material, figure S9A). This appears to be the consequence of the

increase of the swimming speed with group size, which

requires that individuals react faster. Indeed, our results show

that the interval between successive turns of individuals

during a collective U-turn decreases with swimming speed,

although distance between individuals may also play a role

[16]. However, the mean time interval between successive indi-

vidual U-turns is almost constant and independent of the group

size, once time has been rescaled by the group velocity. This

points to a domino-like propagation of the new direction of

motion across the group. This sequential spatio-temporal

propagation of information also suggests that each fish interacts

with a small number of neighbours.

We found that the level of homogeneity in the direction of

motion of the schools increases with group size, resulting in a

lower number of collective U-turns. This phenomenon has

been previously described in other fish species [10,32] as

well as in locusts in a similar set-up [33].

We have developed an Ising-type spin model in which fish

adopt probabilistically the directionof the majorityof their neigh-

bours, in a nonlinear way (social conformity) influenced by the

anisotropic and asymmetrical interactions between fish. As the

probability that a fish chooses a direction is a nonlinear function

of the number of other fish having already chosen this direction,

as previously shown [34,35], it is thus more difficult for a fish to
initiate or propagate a U-turn the larger the number of fish swim-

ming in the opposite direction [12]. The model also introduces

quantitative indicators of the individual and collective discom-

fort (lack of alignment of heading among group members),

the latter being represented by a measure of global pseudo-

energy of the group. Larger groups have to overcome a larger

pseudo-energy barrier to switch between the clockwise and

anticlockwise fully polarized states. In physics and chemistry,

the fast exponential increase of the switching time between two

states as a function of this energy barrier is described by the

Arrhenius Law, which can be proved using the tools of statistical

physics. We find that direct numerical simulations of the model

and an effective Arrhenius Law both quantitatively reproduce

the sharp increase in the mean time between U-turns as the

group size increases. The model also shows that asymmetric

interactions and the anisotropic perception of fish are not essen-

tial to explain the decrease in collective fluctuations and hence the

U-turn frequency as the group size increases. Social conformity

[11,13] (controlled by the magnitude of our parameter J )

suffices to cause fewer fluctuations with increasing group size,

leading to an increased robustness of the polarized state

(‘protected’ by increasing pseudo-energy barriers).

Moreover, our model reveals that the front to back propa-

gation of information results from the perception anisotropy

and asymmetry of the fish (the e parameter). Finally, the

duration of a U-turn as a function of group size is quantitat-

ively reproduced by the model, while the simulated mean

direction temporal profiles during U-turns are very similar

to the experimental ones, and are independent of the group

size, once time is properly rescaled by the mean U-turn

duration for the corresponding group size.

In summary, our work supports that social conformity,

asymmetric interactions and the anisotropic perception of

fishes are key to the sequential propagation of information

without dampening in fish schools, at least in the small

group sizes considered. Future work will be needed to disen-

tangle the respective roles of the network topology and the

actual functional forms of social interactions between fish

in the propagation of information.
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